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Russian Police Department. “Police Photographs #5 and #6”(image). Crime Scene 2, December  

19, 1916. Accessed September 9, 2020. https://www.rferl.org/a/russia-rasputin-ann 
iversary-pokrovskoye-relative/28165625.html 
 
In the photograph pictured below, a body sprawls out on what looks to be a sled. The 

body is tied to the sled, and snow covers the long-sleeved shirt and thick loose pants, although 

they are clinging to his legs as if wet. Bound to him with twine, something that could be a coat or 

a fur drapes over his legs. The ground is covered in snow, indicating the weather of the 

environment is cold. Three boards lie behind the figure on the ground. His body appears stiff 

with his arms flung above his head, so the body possibly froze from exposure to the cold. The 

photograph is in black and white, indicating that perhaps it was taken before color photographs 

became popular shortly before the second world war. The subject and therefore the 

circumstances surrounding it need to be identified using observations and research before the 

primary source becomes important.  

Without context, however, it becomes difficult to pinpoint the time of the photograph. If 

the photograph was taken outside, however, that narrows down the timeline from the late 

nineteenth century to the early twentieth century, around 1888-1935, because of the use of a 

portable camera. The purpose of the photograph appears to be as a form of documentation of the 

body, laying it out so that all of it is visible. Most likely, the image is a police photograph of a 

dead body, as access to portable cameras was limited to government officials and policemen.  

Without additional research and answering the question of the subject, the image is 

useless for research because it provides no additional information or evidence. It is difficult to 

recognize the figure in the image because of the trauma on his face, as well as the lack of 

identifiable clothing. Discovering the context surrounding the photo Even after supplementary 
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research, another point questions whether or not the image proves valuable to the research in 

question. One question that needs to be fully answered asks,”Who is this person and why is he 

important enough to be photographed? What does the image add to the argument?” Without 

additional research, none of the questions would be answered, making the image useless for 

research. After solving the challenge of the identity of the body pictured, the image’s time, 

purpose, and creator reveals itself.  

Research answers the question of the subject of the image, providing the name of the man 

pictured. Grigori Rasputin remains a contentious historical figure, his assassination continuing to 

be mythicized in modern day Russia. The image depicts the body of Rasputin after Felix 

Yusupov and his co-conspirators assassinated him at Yusupov Palace.  This photograph was 1

taken on December 19, 1916, three months before the infamous Russian Revolution began on 

March 7, 1917. The Russian police fished his body out of the Malaya Nevka River, right past the 

Bolshoi Petrovskii Bridge.  The police took the photograph during their investigation into his 2

death, using it as documentation of his body and as proof that the “Mad Monk” was dead.  On a 3

research project dedicated to Rasputin’s death and its influence on the Russian Revolution in the 

early twentieth century, this primary source would prove invaluable in its importance as a 

primary source.  
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“I pledge that I have neither given nor received unauthorized aid on this assignment.”  

Signed: Elizabeth Anne Debes 
9/21/2020 

 
 


